Simplify Remote User Onboarding
and eKYC Processes with
Biometric Identity Verification
Verifying the digital identities of online users
is a business imperative. Jumio and Veridium
combine AI-powered biometric identity
verification solutions and 4 Fingers TouchlessID
technology for a multimodal approach to
account onboarding, Know Your Customer (KYC)
compliance and fraud detection.

Establish the true identities of your customers and remote employees with a process that pairs
automated ID verification with a corroborating fingerprint and/or facial biometric data capture.

Jumio and Veridium at a Glance

Jumio’s mission is to make the internet a
safer place by protecting the ecosystems
of businesses through a unified, endto-end identity verification and eKYC
platform. The Jumio KYX Platform offers
a range of identity proofing and AML
services to accurately establish, maintain
and reassert trust from account opening
to ongoing transaction monitoring.

Veridium is a leader in digital identity
solutions and provides a unique software
biometric capability to capture fingerprint
biometrics using any smartphone. Veridium
solutions deliver strong identity verification
and KYC capabilities, particularly in the
LATAM and MEA regions, when leveraged
against national identity databases.
Veridum is headquartered out of London,
with offices in Europe and the U.S.

Highlights of the Jumio and Veridium Joint Solution
Customer Identity Verification

Workforce Identity Verification

Establish the true identity of your
customers with facial and/or fingerprint
biometrics. Leverage government
documentation and/or national identity
databases to securely, reliably and remotely
identify individuals who wish to sign up for
services in your organization.

Verify the identity of your remote employees
through government documentation and/or
national identity database checks. Mitigate
against fraudulent system access by creating
Trusted Digital Identities through secure
and remote and secure Know Your Employee
services.

Flexible Configuration

Fraud Detection

This combined solution provides capabilities
to identify individuals securely and remotely
through a combination of government
documentation, facial recognition or
fingerprint biometrics. This is all delivered
through a remote and secure mobile solution.

Establishing a Trusted Digital Identity
through biometric identity verification
enables organizations to reduce fraudulent
account setup and access, reduce costs and
meet regulatory compliance.

Jumio’s Bank-Grade Security
•

The default provider of ID and identity verification
services for many Tier 1 UK banks.

•

Strong security posture validated through
compliance certifications achieved through
constant effort and focus on information security.

•

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 and PCI-DSS Level 1
compliant — the strictest data protection
certifications in the industry.

Learn more at jumio.com

